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If $3 is the commutant of a strictly cyclic unilateral weighted shift with a 
monotonically decreasing weight sequence, then we show that there is a natural 
isomorphism of the Banach space of bounded linear maps from 2f into &(.N) with 
the Banach space of bounded linear maps of the trace class operators into 1, 
where 2 is a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Under this 
isomorphism, an operator @ from 2l into S@(X) is completely bounded if and only 
if its image extends to a bounded map of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators into X. 
The proof shows that if @ is only completely row bounded, then @ is in fact 
completely bounded. The characterization of the completely bounded maps is then 
used to prove the existence of a family of completely unbounded representations 
of ‘2l into S@(X). ‘r 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. COMPLETELY BOUNDED TRANSFORMATIONS 
Suppose 2 is an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, and 
B’(X) is the algebra of operators acting on Xc;. If F and $7 are any normed 
spaces, we will write B(Z, “3) to indicate the space of (bounded) operators 
from 3 into S. Suppose that X is a linear submanifold of 3?(X). If 
JPr’= @:soe, with x = Jy (i = 0, 1, . . . . ) then elements of 39(X’ x ‘, X ) 
and B(J?‘~ )) may be thought of as (infinite) matrices with entries in 
A?($? ). Thus, we associate with ,$ submanifolds of B(X” ‘, OX) and 
B(#(““) as follows: 
.$-(JPX ‘) 3f))_{(T,)ed(sf”‘,x”): T,ET(i=O, I,2 ,..., )]; 
~,-(,~‘“‘,~)~{(Ti)E:~(~‘z’,~~):(~,)finitelynon-zero); 
?T(x?~“)= {(T!,)EB(Z’~‘): T,,EX (i,j=O, 1, 2, . . . . )]-; 
.?;.(JV’~‘)E {(T,,)E.F(X”)): (T,,)finitelynon.zero). 
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It is easy to see that X is norm closed if and only if Z(P’“‘, 2) is norm 
closed if and only if X(Y?‘” ‘) is norm closed. We remark that in case 9. 
is norm closed, the norm closures of Kf(Z’z), Z) and L$(X(~‘) are 
generally proper subspaces of %(X’5c’, #) and %(%r’cm)), respectively. 
Suppose now that 3 is a norm closed subspace of 99(X) and 
@ E $9(%, a(Z)). We declare the following definitions: 
23&P”‘, s?)= {(Ti)&-(2f’~~ ,.X): (@(To), @(T,), . ..) )EsqX’~J, X)}; 
9@(%‘“~‘)= ((T,)&-(2P’): (@(T,))~&+%q~‘~‘)}. 
It follows immediately from the definitions that 
and 
We say that @ is completely bounded if 9@(%‘“‘) contains the norm clo- 
sure of ?$(X(“)), and we call @ completely row bounded if C&,(JP~‘, X) 
contains the norm closure of 9$(#‘“‘, Z’). For a nice survey of com- 
pletely bounded maps, the reader is referred to [3]. If C!/ is an arbitrary 
linear submanifold of g( Z ) and YE &?(“Y, 8(X )), then we may extend 
the definitions above by replacing C!Y with its closure ?Z, and extending Y 
to 1‘. We will not, however, need this generality in what follows. 
If f is a subspace (henceforth subspace will mean norm closed linear 
submanifold) of a(#) and @ E a(%, 58(X )), we may define linear maps 
@ .9&X(=) Z)+$?(Z’“) X) and @+. 9~(~‘“‘)-c9iI(X’“‘) by 
eviluating each matrix entry with @, i.e., (T,) H (@(7’,)). 
LEMMA 1. Let 1’ be a subspace of B(X) and assume @E&?(%, 9(X)). 
(i) The linear maps CD + and @ 1 are closed. 
(ii) Zf @ is completely roM bounded, then 5?G(Z’x’, 2) = 
LT.-(JF’“‘, 2). 
(iii) If@ is completely bounded, then 9~(X’5’)=~(~(x’). 
ProoJ Assume Ak EL&,(X’“‘), Ak converges (in norm) to 
AE%(%(~)), and @I(Ak) converges to BE~(*‘“‘). We must have that 
the i, jth entry A, of the matrix for Ak converges (in norm) to the i, jth 
entry A of the matrix for 4. Thus @(Ak)+@(A). But @(Ak) is the i,jth 
entry of the matrix of @z(Ak), and hence must converge to the i, jth entry 
of the matrix of B. It follows that @I(A) and B have the same i, jth entry, 
and hence are eaual since both i and j were arbitrary. This proves that @I 
is closed; the proof for @+ is the same. 
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We will now prove (iii) and omit the proof of (ii ), since it is identical to 
what follows. Suppose @ is completely bounded and let (A,) E 2(X C ’ I: 
we must show (@(A,))E~(%‘~‘). Since @+ is closed, the restriction of 
CD z to the closure of $JX’” ‘) is bounded by the closed graph theorem. 
Let A,, = _P,(A,) _P,,, where _P,, is the projection onto the first n coordinates. 
Thus A,, E Tf( X”X ‘) for all n, and { @ 1 (A,, ) 1 is a norm bounded sequence. 
It follows that there exists BE 2(X IX )) that is a WOT cluster point of 
{ @ z (A,,)} (we use WOT and SOT to abbreviate the weak operator topol- 
ogy and the strong operator topology, respectively). But the sequence 
{@:(A.)). is eventually the constant @(A,,) in its i,jth entry, and thus 
@(A,;) is the i,jth entry of B. It follows that (@(A,,))= BE.#(.#“‘). m 
A consequence of Lemma 1, that follows from the closed graph theorem. 
is that the definition we gave of complete boundedness is the same as the 
definition given in [3]. What we want to stress is that the entry-wise 
application of a completely bounded map @ is a bounded map on all of 
J”(X” ‘). From the usual definition of complete boundedness, the entry- 
wise application of Q, is only immediately seen to be bounded on Y; ($5‘ ’ ‘ ’ ) 
(and thus the norm closure of 5, (2 ’ X ‘) ). 
2. X-OPERATOR SPACES 
Let X O2 2 denote the Hilbert space tensor product of 31” with itself. 
If Q E g(& a2 2, Y), then Q induces a natural element M(Q) of 
2(X, Bar(#)), defined by M(R), (J) =Q(,u@J). We will say that a linear 
submanifold S of 99(X ) is an ~-operator space if there exists 
QE~I(JY@~X’,X) and eEX’ such that J=(M(Q).,:.YEX~ and 
M(Q), (e) = I for all x E 31”. Note that X-operator spaces are automati- 
cally WOT closed. This is a consequence of the fact that M(Q) is an 
isomorphism (in the category of Banach spaces) of Y onto :f, thus f’ is 
norm closed. But the inverse of M(Q) is evaluation at e, so the norm topol- 
ogy and SOT coincide on X. 
Many examples of X-operator spaces arise as commutants of unilateral 
weighted shifts. If A is a unilateral weighted shift operator with a weight 
sequence (,v~) of positive (non-zero) real numbers, a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition ensuring that the commutant {A}’ of A be an #-operator 
space is that 
where f10 = 1 and flk = \l’k ~~, )i’k _ 2 . . )I’,, (k 2 1). This can be seen by first 
realizing the (A > ’ is an abelian strictly cyclic algebra (see [l] or the survey 
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article [S]); if e is a strict cyclic vector for {A}‘, then A t+Ae is an 
isomorphism (of Banach spaces) of {A}’ onto X. If M is the inverse of this 
map, then ME a(%, a(P)) and M.,(e) =x for every x E z?. The fact that 
M = M(Q) for some R E %3(& O2 Z,SF) is a consequence of the following 
lemma, which appears in [2]. 
LEMMA 2 [2]. For all 0 ,< i< k, let lki be complex numbers, and let 
{ ei : i = 0, 1,2, . . . } be an orthonormal basis of 2. [f 
k 
sup c IAk;12<CC’, 
k31 i=O 
then the map xOywCFzO (Cf=, (x, ei)(y, ekPi) Akj) ek extends to an 
element Q E a(* Oz ST,*). 
If &i = Pk/fliBk-i and Q is the map provided by Lemma 2, then for all 
X, YE%@, 
Q(x@,t’)= f i (x,ei)(y 
( 
) ek-i> Aki 
k=O i=O > 
ek=“.y(y) (see PI), 
and thus {A }’ is an *-operator space. 
Lemma 2 may be used to construct many X-operator spaces that are 
not algebras. As long as &, = 1 for all k, (&) satisfies the hypothesis of the 
lemma, and M, is defined by 
then one has that 3” s {M,: x E X } is an S-operator space with e = e,. 
By writing down the matrix for M, one obtains a better feel of what 9” 
looks like. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The key to being able to classify the completely bounded maps on an 
Z-operator space 3 is having a characterization of the spaces 
X(Y’“‘, 2) and X(Zca)). Supp ose henceforth that 37 is an X-operator 
space, QE~(Z@~X,SP), and eE% such that X={M(Q),:XEZ} 
and M(O),(e) = x for all x E 3Eo. 
THEOREM 3. Zf (e,, e,, e,, . . . . } is an orthonormal basis of A?, then 
z(*‘m), Z)= {WG& WQ),,, . ...): 7-Ea(*)} 
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Proof Let U: Ptx) -+ 2 O2 31c be the unitary operator defined by 
U((,Yj))~~:,“=,ei@_Yj. If TEB(X), then 
Thus (M(SZ )TJ is an operator, and 
Assume now that (M(Q).,, M(O),,. . . . . ) E S( X ’ x ‘, X ). We need to show 
that there exists an operator TE B(S) such that Te; = xi. For this, it suf- 
fices to prove that for every (fii) E 1* and u E &‘, C,?& fli(si, U> converges 
(since then (Si, u) ~1’ and and we can let T be the adjoint of the map 
UI-+C~~~ (u. _ui> e,). We have 
(note that M(f2)., (Be) = fix for all scalars b and XE 2). It follows that 
To prove the second equality, first assume that 
It follows that 
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(to see this note that S,= C,“_, TT T,@ 1 converges in the SOT). Thus, 
where QcU)~33((% a2 H) (Oc’ XC7_‘) is the infinite inflation of Q. We , 
have proved that (M(Q),,) is an operator, hence 
Now assume that 4 EX(YP~~). Since each row of 4 is an element of 
%(A?~“‘, Z’), there exists a sequence ( Ti) in a(#) such that 
4 = (M(Q).,). To see that 
it suffices to prove that (T,x) E 2’” ) for all x E X. If pi = (x, ei) 
(i=O, 1, . ...) then 
(T,x) = (Mu,,) 
There is a maximal uniform cross norm (see [4]) that one can endow on 
the algebraic tensor product # 0 310, defined by 
IIZIj =inf i (IXiII II +V,(I :Z= i Xi@yi . 
1 i=O i=O 1 
We denote the completion of A? 8 X with the above norm as Z 0, 2. 
The ideal of trace class operators on JV, endowed with the trace norm, is 
isomorphic (as Banach spaces) to X 0, 2; one isomorphism is obtained 
by extending the map x 0 J H T,,. to 9 0, Z’, where 
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((e,, e,, . ...) is an orthonormal basis of J?). This norm has the nice 
property that every bounded bilinear map cp: .# x X + X determines a 
unique operator in 28(X @ L #, X ) (by extending the map 
X@~H cp(.u, y)). More generally, one has that the Banach space of 
boupded bilinear maps 6 : 8 x JY -+ 9 is isometrically isomorphic to the 
Banach space a(& 0, ‘Y, S‘), for arbitrary Banach spaces 6, !Y, and P. It 
is more difficult for cp : J? x SF -+ XF to “extend” to an operator in 
SZJ(Y a2 #, ;X: ); the point that we would like to make is that 
9(X O2 H, X) may be though of as a natural subset of 
2(X 0, .X, 2). Indeed, if 0 E a’(2 a2 X,2 ), then the restriction of 0 
to elementary tensors is a bounded bilinear form, which then determines a 
unique element I-( 0) in &9( H 0, JF, X ). The map 
is an injective linear contraction, which we call the natural inclusion of 
a(X O2 2, IF) into 28(% 0, X, #)). 
THEOREM 4. Assume that r is the natura.1 inclusion of %(X 0 z X, .X ) 
into .%(H 0, X,X). Then 9QS, B(2)) . IS isomorphic (in the category oj 
Banach spaces) to 9(# 0, X, SF) via an isomorphism 5 such that 
@ E 9( %,9(.X )) is completely bounded if and only if T( @) is in the range 
of l-. 
Proof Given @ES~(X,.?@X)), let t(@)~S9(2 0, .#,Z) be the 
unique element determined by the bounded bilinear form 
It is easy to verify that r: a(%, 9?(%‘)) -+99(X 0, H, I?) is an 
isomorphism of Banach spaces. 
Assume now that @ is completely bounded, and {e,, e,, . . . . IS an 
orthonormal basis of 2. It follows that @ 1s completely row bounded, thus 
( ) X ) by Lemma 1. Let U be’,e fined (@W(Q), ), @W(Q),, ), . ...) E a(* iL 9 
as in the proof of Theorem 3. Then 
(@(M(Q),,), @(WQL,), . ...) u*(xc3.v) 
= (@(M(Q),,), @(M(Q),, ), . ...) U* 
( 
f e,O C-x, ej > .v 
i=O > 
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It follows that the map x 0~) t+ @(M(Q),)(y) extends to an operator in 
&?(Z O2 2, S), namely (@(M(Q),,), @(M(Q),,), . ...) U*. This is equiv- 
alent to saying that r(Q) is in the range of fY 
Finally, assume that T(@) is in the range of r. Thus there exists 
OE~(% O2 X, .X) such that O(~O~‘)=~(M(SZ),)(I’) for all x,.vE%. 
To see that @ is completely bounded, let 
As in the proof of Theorem 3, we have 
and 
(@(M(f2)T,e,)) = Ocr’ (1. 
It follows that $&(X’“)) = 3(X( r ‘), which implies that 0 is completely 
bounded. 1 
COROLLARY 5. A linear map 0 from an X-operator space 3 into a(X) 
is completely bounded if and only if it is complete[y row bounded. 
Proof: If @ is completely row bounded, then the proof of Theorem 4 
shows that ~(0) is in the range off, and thus @ is completely bounded. 1 
It is not true that that complete boundedness is equivalent to complete 
row boundedness in general. A counter-example is evident when one 
considers the restriction of the transpose map to the space 
(which is not completely bounded but is completely row contractive). What 
are the facts? 
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4. AN APPLICATION 
Suppose 91 is a unital subalgebra of a(# ). A unital homomorphism 
@: 2l-+ B(Z) such that I/ @ I( = 1 and ker @ = (0) is called a representation 
of 2l (see [3]). Our aim now is to exhibit a representation of a maximal 
abelian algebra that is not completely bounded. 
The first example that most people see of a bounded linear map that is 
not completely bounded is the transpose map of 28(X) into itself. We ask, 
when is the restriction of the transpose map to various subspaces com- 
pletely bounded? The first objection is that there are many transpose maps, 
relative to different bases. This objection is quickly disposed of, however. 
after observing that any two transpose maps & and .FF are related via a 
unitary U by the equation 
for all A E a(# ). This fact. together with the observation that 
IIW(liAiiU*))i,II d IIF(U*)Il II(F’(A,,))t;ll IIS(U)ll 
for any transpose map F, shows that the restriction of a transpose map to 
a subspace % is completely bounded if and only if the restriction of any 
other transpose map to 3 is completely bounded. 
We assert that the restriction of a transpose map to an X-operator 
space is never completely bounded. To see this, let X be an .X-operator 
space, with associated vector e E H and map M(R) E $I( ,#, B(X)). Let 
e, = e/II e II, and fix an orthonormal basis (eo. e,. . . . . i of .X. If .F is the 
transpose map relative to this basis, then 
(x, e,) (s, e, > (s, ez> ... 
1 * * 
Jmfw).v~=/Jei/ * * . 
i t ‘.. 1. 
It follows that 
where the “trace” on SF 0 I Y? is the composition of the usual trace 
with the isomorphism exhibited just after the proof of Theorem 3. If .F 
were completely bounded, then by Theorem 4 x 0-r E+ F( M(Q )., )( J) 
would extend to an operator from X’ O2 X into Ho, and thus 
.Y@J’H (F(M(Q),)(y), e,) would extend to a linear functional on 
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S o2 X. But the trace does not extend to a functional on 3 @? X, so 
F cannot be completely bounded. 
We can now exhibit our example of a representation of a maximal 
abelian algebra that is not completely bounded. Assume (11 is an abelian 
strictly cyclic algebra that is also an X-operator space (the commutant of 
a strictly cyclic unilateral weighted shift with a monotonically decreasing 
weight sequence is such an algebra [2]). Then the restriction of a transpose 
map to ‘?I is a representation of a maximal abelian algebra that is not 
ompletely bounded. 
The situation is quite different in case 2I is the commutant of the 
unilaterial shift. In this case, the restriction of the transpose map to 2l is 
completely isometric! To prove this, after performing a “canonical shuffle” 
(see [3]), it suffices to prove that for every n, 
where Ai~B(X)(i= 1, 2, . . . . n). Let us call the matrix on the left 4, and 
the one on the right 4,; if 
v= 1. 0 1 . : .0 1 .. : ,: ... 0. 0 1 j I ’ 
then V is unitary and 4, V= UA,. It follows that I/A,, 11 = /I A,U(I = 
11 UA, )I = II A, 11. A consequence of this is the following: the commutant of 
the unilateral shift contains no X-operator spaces! 
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